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Hi everyone,

Contents

I hope you love the picture on the front
of the magazine as much as I do. The
use of colour to highlight the organelles
inside a human body cell so that we can
see the structure of the cell and cell wall
is amazing. All of this is packed into
almost every cell of every body, truly
awe-inspiring. It shows us that there is
beauty everywhere, and that often, the
surface is the least of it.
Our theme for this edition is ‘Under the
Covers’. In the winter and early spring
season, we often feel like staying under
the covers to protect ourselves from the
weather, especially with those long
winter nights. As well as snuggling,
which is always enjoyable, why not
make the most of this time to read
further into yoga philosophy and practice
that perhaps you don’t normally
consider? Maybe the magazine can give
you some pointers.
We editors would like to say thank you
to all who have contributed to this
edition. Don’t forget to let us have any
articles or pictures you’d like to publish.
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Hoping to hear from you soon,
Danielle and Jacqueline Stevenson
(Editors)

ADVERTISING AND PUBLISHING DEADLINES
Copy deadline
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pdf to Central Office
20th May 2021
23rd September 2021

Copy to printer
27th May 2021
30th September 2021
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REGIONAL OFFICER REPORT

Hello to all Northern Yogis
Here’s hoping that 2021 will bring us all a much better year. As I write this
in December 2020 the first vaccine has just started to roll out, as the end
draws to a close on what has been a very difficult year for many people.
As ever in Yoga, let’s be in the present moment and move forwards
positively!
You may well have seen by now a new look for the BWY, I hope you like it
and that this heralds a positive promotion of our yoga body to the yoga
world in general. “At the Heart of Yoga”, the new strapline is where we
hope we all sit and it’s a message the committee will strive to bring to the
whole of the Northern region.
REGIONAL COMMITTEE VOTING

Later in the magazine there are details of a new, more transparent way of
voting for the regional committee posts, which echoes the format and
timing of NEC voting. Northern members can be nominated for any post,
and upon receipt of nominations the whole process will be handled
centrally by Engage UK, with the results announced at Sangha in April.
As a result of this we will not be holding a regional AGM, as the Accounts
for the year are all verified as part of Central BWY accounts and ratified at
Sangha (formerly Congress).
However, we are hoping to hold a face to face ‘Welcome’ event after the
declaration of the election results, perhaps in May, so that members can
meet the committee, chat and enjoy some yoga practice together. More
details to come on this in due course.
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SANGHA – APRIL 23RD TO 25TH

This is the national event, which was previously BWY Congress – but now
with a new name and a whole new feel. It was also going to be held at a
new venue, but the ongoing COVID situation has resulted in it now being
held online. There are further details on the BWY website
(https://www.bwy.org.uk/sangha-2021) where you will be able to access
full information on the exciting selection of teachers taking part: they will
be offering a whole range of fabulous practices. There will also be a
competition to win a free place – details of this will feature on the BWY
Northern Region Facebook page - so keep a look out for it.
FACEBOOK

Please like and follow us (BWY Northern Region) on Facebook if you can;
we are using our page increasingly to give out news and event details.
ON THE PULSE

On the first of every month you should receive an email newsletter from
Marketing at Central Office – this is a great source of information and
news from the BWY. If you are not receiving this regularly, but have NOT
opted out of email promotions on the website, please let me know on
bwynorth.ro@gmail.com and I’ll check it out for you:
So, it is my fervent hope that I will actually see many of the northern
members this year at in person events – but be aware we are also offering
some of the events on Zoom; it allows us to be able to offer you sessions
by some excellent teachers .who otherwise may not be able to travel to
our area.
Until we do meet in person, take care, continue to keep safe and enjoy
your yoga!
All the best and Namaste to you all
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CLEVELAND REP REPORT

Hello everyone
I would like to say a big thank you to my wonderful
yoga teachers who have been helping me through
this unusual year. With all the negative news in the
media, yoga was my positive path through. The
regular classes created a structure to my week, a
reassurance, that all is well. “Just be”, the teachers
said, as they were trying to alleviate anxieties.
They too had their difficulties, everything closed at
short notice, but they rose to the challenge and
started up Zoom classes, teaching to images rather
than to real people.
Even though our yoga teachers are amazing, they
can’t survive on Prana alone, so Yogis unite and
keep supporting our wonderful teachers. They
have encouraged us with their wisdom and
reminded us to live in the moment and all is well,
we are enough.
Namaste "

Marianna

Marianna has contributed to the favourite posture feature later in the magazine – can you guess
what her favourite posture is??

J Ed.
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CUMBRIA REP REPORT

There is no report from Cumbria for this edition.
DURHAM REP REPORT

Hello my Yogic friends
Almost a new year as I write this, and we can only hope it’s a better year
than the one we’re leaving, though that is not likely immediately,
unfortunately. For many, the past year has been one of isolation, fear and
grief. I hope that, for any of you who feel that the pressures are too great,
you can use your yoga to help your state of mind and body.
It has been, and still is, a time to go within yourself and find your inner
strength. Yoga can help with this, of course. However and whenever you
practice, I hope that you can use it to bring a little peace and contentment
and to deepen your experience of Yoga.
Many teachers in the area are, of course, already using online platforms
to continue to bring their classes to their students, which is great. Do
support them if you feel you can.
Maybe 2021 will be the year I pluck up courage to teach online, not
something I’ve tried so far, with the exception of one session for Durham
Yoga Group. It’s not my favourite way to teach, but with Covid likely to
restrict face-to-face teaching for some time yet, it may be necessary if I
don’t want to lose all my skills! I need to dive deep under my own covers
and find that outgoing teacher that I feel must be in there somewhere.
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If you’re looking for other ways to improve your mental and physical
health, maybe helping a charity might be the answer? So many have been
struggling to survive in this last year. I have felt particularly sorry for
animal charities – the animals still need to be fed and cared for, after all.
Others need phone volunteers to stay in contact with those who can’t get
out and are isolated at home. This is surely a good example of Aparigraha
– giving of our time, our concern, to others, not holding it for ourselves.
The Durham Yoga Group is still providing sessions monthly on Zoom and
they seem to be going well. We have people attending from around and
outside the region and even from other countries – the benefit of online
sessions. Check out the events list later in the magazine for details of
sessions later in 2021.
I have to arrange a training day for Durham for 2021. It will be happening
in October as usual. If you have any ideas of the kind of thing you would
like to see, or a specific topic, let me know and I’ll see what I can do.
Om Shanti

Jacqueline
NORTHUMBERLAND REP REPORT

Hello everyone
2020 has given us all huge challenges to face. There’s never been a time I
can relate to that has brought people together, in terms of impact, whilst
at the same time, sadly, separating them. Within this separation has come
fear, great sadness, uncertainty and anguish for so many of us.
Yoga, for me, has been my saviour throughout these difficult times. It has
allowed me to bring personal comfort and a slice of normality to a life
impacted by this horrendous situation. It has also given me the
Wheel North – Winter/Spring 2021
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confidence to adjust and modify my yoga approach by providing Zoom
yoga to my yogi community and reshape the way I teach and support.
Yoga Northumberland, along with several of the other BWY county
groups, has continued to provide a platform for yogis to reconnect and
lose themselves in their yoga. One lady, at the start of our last class
actually said ‘Thank goodness for Zoom Yoga’, and I think this sentiment is
probably shared now by so many of us.
We had two yoga sessions scheduled for October, initially because of hall
availability, but I stuck with these dates as yogis had them in their
calendars and let’s face it, the more yoga the better!
The first was taught by me on 3rd October, filling in for a tutor who hadn’t
yet explored the Zoom teaching platform. I did a floor based yoga session;
exploring our hips and our core and utilising a 3-part breath with
movement, whilst gratefully accepting the support of the earth. The
second was a lovely yoga class by Robyn Creighton who gave us ‘A Big
Yoga Hug’ with fabulous relaxing and restoring postures and pranayama.
In November, we welcomed Zoe Lee, a yoga teacher from Bournemouth
who was very happy to deliver a wonderful start to our Saturday with
some abdominal breath work and a mixed ability vinyasa flow,
harmonising breath and movement.
We don’t do a yoga session in December, but return in January with Steve
Sanders, who over the last few years has been our ‘New Year Yoga
Opener’. In August 2021 we will welcome Vikki King (via Zoom) who will
be doing a special yoga class in respect of the Menopause.
We will be utilising Zoom again for our CPD event on 18th September
2021, when we will welcome Phillip Xerri who will be delivering a fabulous
day of pranayama learning and practical application, titled ‘Pranayama in
Perspective: The Five Phases of Progressive Practice’.
So, absolutely loads to look forward to and to feel very positive about!
🙏Pam
Wheel North – Winter/Spring 2021
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TYNE AND WEAR REP REPORT

Hi Yogis
I must start with an apology. My report for the last edition of Wheel
North arrived too late to go into the hard-copy mag, though you will find
it in the on-line version. I reported on the great on-line sessions we had
had from Emma Conally-Barklem and Susan Lodge in June and July
respectively, with me doing a session in May.
September’s session was Jacqui Gunnion doing Somatic Yoga, focusing on
the importance and benefits of working within comfortable limitations,
and in October Sally Roach explored re-wiring our brain for resilience.
Our December session was as Christmassy as we could possibly make it
with Christine Evans doing her famous “12 Days of Christmas” and
including contributions from the organisers. We raised £146 for our
chosen charity, which was Tyneside and Northumberland Mind.
So much experience, thought and expertise go into these Saturday yoga
workshops - they are truly an education - and we are regularly asked for
more information and guidance on the subjects which we send out to
attendees. Zoom sessions have some advantages. For those with the
technology they are easily accessible and I feel the atmosphere created is
more intimate, with people feeling able to contribute more readily. I’ve
asked members in Tyne and Wear how they have been coping with the
current situation and have had some interesting replies which I’ll try to
pull together in a report.
Roll on Spring, when we can have some hope of getting back to normality,
but in the meantime enjoy your yoga as much as you can.
Om shanti

Sue
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WINTER RELAXATION
Contributor

Jacqueline Stevenson (Durham Rep)

Restorative yoga is a wonderful practice to do at any time of the year, but
especially in the winter. Taking time to rest, heal, and restore is good for the
body and soul.
You can snuggle down into a posture and really take your time with it. Use
supports to help with positioning, blankets for temperature control and eye
pillows or ear protectors to minimise external interference. You can also move
seamlessly into a meditation and relaxation either during or after the posture.
Ideal for a daily practice, especially when the postures are done in a restorative
way. This is a sample of what you might do. I hope you try it and enjoy it.
WARM UP
The hips and back need to be comfortable to enable this restorative pose to be
performed with ease. There are many ways to do this, but my favourite is a
twisting sequence, which works up from the hips to the top of the spine.
Lie on the floor on your back in a semi-supine position (knees bent, feet on the
floor). Check that your chin is not lifted. If it is, use a cushion or block to support
your head and extend your neck. You are going to release your knees to either
side, so it is useful to have a couple of cushions to hand to allow the knees to
rest and the legs, back and hips to relax, even if you can rest your knees on the
floor. Hold each position of twist for 30 seconds to a minute.
1. Rotating the hip joints: Take your feet as wide as you can to the edges of your

mat. Keeping the left leg still: rotate the right knee towards the left leg; then
open the hip and rotate the knee to the right. Repeat on the left.
2. Rotating the base of the spine: Bring the feet hips-distance apart. Rotate both
legs to the right; bring the knees back to the centre. Repeat on the left.
3. Rotating the waist and lower ribs: Bring the feet and knees together. Rotate
both legs to the right, with the left foot stacked on the right and hold; bring
the knees back to the centre; and repeat on the left.
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4. Rotating the upper back and neck: Bring the right knee into the chest; open

the hip and rest the right ankle on the left thigh; rotate to the right and bring
the right knee towards the floor; rotate the head to the left; bring the body
and head back to the centre and release the right leg to the floor. Repeat on
the left.
5. Relax completely either in a semi-supine position or with the legs extended in
Savasana.
VIPARITA KARANA (LEGS UP THE WALL)
You will be holding this posture for five to ten minutes, so it is important to be
sure that you will be warm. Put on socks – thick enough that resting your feet on
the wall will be comfortable. Have support ready for your back and head if
required and a blanket to cover your body as it lies on the floor. You may also
wish to use an eye pillow or ear protectors for deeper relaxation. You could use
music to determine the length of the posture/relaxation or set a timer, perhaps.
Place the short end of your yoga mat against
the wall. Sit down, facing along the wall then
turn your body towards the wall, bending
your knees to bring your feet onto it. Lie
back, extending your legs up the wall and
resting your heels on it. If your low back
tends to lift away from the mat, place a
blanket beneath the low back.
2. Relax your body, allowing the toes to turn
outwards and the hips to roll open. Relax the
abdominals, shoulders, and upper back. Arms
can be by your sides or at shoulder height
palms facing up, or resting on your abdomen.
3. If you wish, you could take your legs out wide for a different experience.
1.

Close your eyes and take 10-15 complete yogic breaths, then allow the breath to
take its natural rhythm. If you have one, repeat your mantra or affirmation three
times. Allow the body to relax completely and enjoy the benefits of the posture
for as long as is comfortable. Carefully bend the knees and place the feet onto
the wall before rolling to one side and carefully coming back to a sitting pose.
Wheel North – Winter/Spring 2021
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NEW YEAR’S EVE 2020
Poet and Photographer

Ruth Nichol (Cleveland)

I wake this morning grateful
The air is crisp and cold and clear
There’s a white frost all around us
And the last beautiful sunrise of this year
The moon shines down like a sentry
Keeping guard in 2020
I reflect on the many sunrises and sunsets
But despite the fear, and quiet relief
Of this strange and woeful time
I look forward with hope and not with grief
As I write this little rhyme
So thank you for the sunrise
and thank you for this day
I pray the world will soon be healed
And that Covid-19 will go away
.
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FAVOURITE WINTER POSTURES
Artwork

Lovetta Reyes-Cairo and Sarah Stevenson

This collection is based on favourite winter postures, both my own and those that a variety of
people generously told me about. I hope you enjoy it. Jacqueline.

Jacqui Gunnion – Virabhadrasana 1

A strong standing pose that works into
the hips, strengthens the core, has the
possibility of a back bend and sits nicely
into a sequence.
Follows on from Tadasana/ Uttanasana
and can lead into tree balance/crane etc.
Margaret Sorah – Virabhadrasana II
With my front arm, I feel like I am
looking forward with confidence to
the future and facing it with
strength. With my back arm I feel I
have a lighter hold on the past: not
something to be forgotten but to
learn from. And just being able to
do the posture makes me grateful
for my health.
Jacqueline Stevenson –
Viparita Virabhadrasana
The reverse warrior is sometimes known as
the peaceful warrior. I like to think that it is
the warrior that allows contemplation and
evaluation before deciding which is the good
fight. It also fits well into flowing sequences
where it transitions smoothly to and from
revolved triangle – Parivrtta Trikonasana.
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Pam Snowball – Adho Mukha Savasana
I find AMS so restorative whilst at the
same time energising. I love how you
can really feel each part of the body
whilst you consciously release the neck
and shoulders, ease back into the pelvis
and lengthen the spine.
A great all-rounder and a posture that
shows itself in regular practice.
Gill Dobinson – Uttanasana
I always enjoy doing down dog and forward bends with hands
on floor. It seems to ease my sciatica. I especially like that
Uttanasana can be adapted so readily to cater for short
hamstrings, a stiff back or neck and non-cooperative knees.

Lindsey Stevenson
Marjariasana
At a time when we are doing a lot of
sitting and lounging, this allows the
back to stretch, from the lower back,
through the rib cage to the neck.

When we are more likely to have respiratory
issues, it drives the breathing with the body’s
movements. It is also very useful for
alleviating digestive issues, especially useful
during and after the festive season!
Wheel North – Winter/Spring 2021
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Marianna Fisher – Vrksasana
This is a challenging posture for me, sometimes it works
beautifully and at other times the tree wobbles, unable to
balance. It’s different every time, like a tree in different
weather conditions. I like the challenge and I persevere.
Think Like A Tree by Karen I. Shragg
Soak up the sun
Affirm life’s magic
Be graceful in the wind
Stand tall after a storm
Feel refreshed after it rains
Grow strong without notice
Be prepared for each season
Provide shelter to strangers
Hang tough through a cold spell
Emerge renewed at the first signs of spring
Stay deeply rooted while reaching for the sky
Be still long enough to
hear your own leaves rustling.

Ann Urwin – Parighasana
I find the gate pose challenging as it
combines balance, strength and flexibility.
Often, some support for the ‘standing
knee’ is needed, but it really allows the
body to open up which we need in the
winter. By extending the side of the ribs,
the breathing is improved and it gives an
opportunity to practice lateral breathing.

Wheel North – Winter/Spring 2021
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MY FAVOURITE POSTURE - SIRSASANA
Contributor

Sue Harding-Smith

When I was young and thought yoga was a form of acrobatics, I was asked to
demonstrate a head stand up against a wall in a yoga class. I kicked my legs up and
momentarily was able to take them a little away from the supporting wall. Soon
afterwards, I developed a crushing pain in my neck and shoulders, like whiplash. I
concluded that I was not cut out for standing on my head.
I discovered much later, in my teacher training, that Sirsasana
was considered the king of postures with many benefits.
Swami Satyananda Saraswati, in ‘Asana Pranayama Mudra
Bandha’ calls it the “greatest of all postures”, revitalising the
entire body and mind.
B.K.S. Iyengar, in ‘Light on Yoga’, says it makes “healthy pure
blood flow through the brain cells”, rejuvenating them so that
“thinking power increases”.
Swami Sivananda in ‘Yoga Asanas’ calls it, “a blessing and a
nectar”, saying that “memory increases admirably” and that it
“leads to natural Pranayama and Samadhi by itself.”
However, it was not these benefits that prompted me to take
up the headstand. Indeed, when I started, I never thought I
would get to the stage where they were likely. I sometimes
had neck and shoulder ache and thought the preparatory
stages of headstand would help to strengthen these areas, so
I introduced this to my regular practice and gradually, over
many months, I found I was able to lift my legs very slowly
away from the floor. Many more months found me able to
slowly, slowly lift them into the air and, what is more difficult,
slowly, slowly take them down again rather than falling out of
the posture. Only once did I fall forward and far from landing on a flat back as feared, I
automatically rolled into a ball.
Now it feels quite effortless, and I’m not even aware of which muscles I am using. I’m
not experiencing all the benefits mentioned above, but I do find it revitalising and I
continue to do it because I love it and because I can. However, I don’t teach headstand;
I’m worried it will set a challenge that may lead to people hurting themselves. It is
necessary to acquire contentment with where you are which gives the patience to build
up the skill to do it without harm.
Wheel North – Winter/Spring 2021
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EULOGY TO PAULINE ARCHER
REMEMBERING PAULINE ARCHER BY RUTH NICHOL
Sadly, just a year after her diagnosis of cancer, Pauline
Archer died, aged just 61, on 7th December, peacefully
at home, with her husband Paul.
This is a piece that I wrote for Pauline's funeral, and I
would like to share it with you.
Pauline was my friend. We first met when she was a
student at my Wednesday evening yoga class – and like 5
other members of that group, decided that she herself
would like to become a Yoga Teacher. She trained with ‘Yoga Professionals’ and
started teaching in 2007. She went on to train with the British School of
Meditation and more recently became a Gentle Somatic Yoga Practitioner. She
was a popular teacher and one of her students summed up her beautiful method
of teaching in this sentence:
“Her yoga and mindfulness classes are a haven of peace in a mad world. I wish I
had found her years ago. Truly inspirational and a fun person to be with.”
For a while Pauline didn’t attend my classes – she had a full time job and had her
own yoga classes now, but we kept in touch, attending training days and events
together and meeting up once or twice a year with our friend Jean Sullivan for a
cuppa and a catch-up. She was fun to be with and very generous. She gave me
gifts of books, and bulbs for the garden (her garden was her haven) so I’ll have
plenty to remember her by. Each spring when those bulbs flower I will think of
her and smile. Pauline made quilted chakra yoga mats and everyone who has
one of these will have something very special to remember Pauline by.
She re-joined my Tuesday evening yoga class a few years ago but ill-health put a
stop to that long before Covid-19. I have seen quite a lot of Pauline in the months
leading up to her passing – we meditated together (a beloved practice which had
lapsed because she was afraid – but she soon discovered that she had nothing to
be afraid of). We even managed a short yoga practice just a week before her fall.
We laughed and talked and connected in a way that we hadn’t before and I will
miss her – she was indeed a beautiful soul.
Wheel North – Winter/Spring 2021
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"Happiness comes when your work and words are of benefit to
yourself and others......”
Pauline lived her life by this philosophy.

REMEMBERING PAULINE ARCHER BY JEAN SULLIVAN
Although Pauline didn't train as a yoga teacher with the BWY, over her teaching
career she attended many BWY training events and Festivals and was a regular
at the Cleveland Yoga group Saturday sessions. She was well known and greatly
liked by her teaching peers and loved by her yoga students, whom she inspired.
I first met Pauline at Ruth's classes and knew her for many years, she was a good
friend and a beautiful soul. I joined her for the first teacher training diploma in
Meditation that she delivered and think of her each time I sit quietly to meditate.
Pauline will live on in many hearts for many years.

REMEMBERING PAULINE ARCHER BY GILL GITTINS
Pauline taught yoga and meditation for many years in the Cleveland area and
will be much missed by all her friends.
It wasn't yoga that brought Pauline and me together though – it was wine, good
food, music and enjoying a good laugh! I was first introduced to Pauline and her
husband, Paul, by some mutual friends who thought that me and my husband
would ‘kinda like them’. This was nearly 15 years ago and indeed we did – very
much in fact: we were regular visitors to each other’s homes over that time.
However, Pauline and I shared a special bond over our love of yoga. Both of us
had been practicing yoga for many years and I was doing the foundation course
when we first met. Pauline decided to study it too. We both started our BWY
teaching diploma course with Pam Gorst, but Pauline decided to take another
route to qualify as a yoga teacher. She taught in Stockton and was loved by her
many students for her gentle and inclusive teaching style. She also taught
meditation classes to many in the area. Pauline found much comfort in her
practice during her treatment for cancer.
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Pauline was incredibly talented in so many ways – she loved all arts and crafts
and when we went to see her she showed us her beautiful watercolours and
quilts. Many of you in the Cleveland area will own one of Pauline’s beautiful
chakra quilts – I will treasure mine and will always think of her when I use it.
Paul, who is a very talented musician, wrote a beautiful lament for Pauline which
was played at her funeral. When I heard it, she immediately came into my mind,
dancing on the wind and that is how I will always remember her.

BENEATH THE SURFACE
Contributor
Author

Jean Sullivan (Regional Officer)
Danna Faulds

One Soul: More poems from the heart of yoga

What will I know if I go
of the mind? Focus flows,
Slow currents swirl, and slip
The mind attends the subtlest
world and I am an explorer

below the choppy surface
and there are no fixed points.
still deeper. I grow very quiet.
sensations. It is a different
of these inner realms, where

nothing stays the same for
changes. I find peace beneath
me, hold it in my hands like a
release it, that peace might

very long. Energy shifts and
the surface, bring it back with
small, white bird and then
fly where it’s most needed.
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THE BOOK OF HOPES
Website

Literacytrust.org.uk/family-zone

As we are still in pandemic and lockdown, it’s worth
another look at this book supporting the NHS. It is
available now from all good book retailers and a
donation from the sale of each book will go to NHS
Charities Together, in gratitude for the incredible
efforts of all those who worked in hospitals over the
quarantine period and whose services, sadly, will be
required to help fight COVID for some time yet. I’ve
selected this poem because it expresses many of the
feelings of the moment – wishing that you could look
out of the window and see somewhere else.
Look Out, A Poem of Hope
Philip Ardagh
Look out of your window,
From your tiny box;
What do you see?
Endless possibilities
Do you see what I see?
Of footsteps
Do you see the savannah?
Yet to be trodden,
The tundra?
Air yet to be breathed,
An endless sea of sand
And oceans crossed?
Or sheets of ice?
You do?
Do you see sky meeting
I do, too.
Land
For this is hope
Like two brushstrokes
And hope becomes
One of blue
Reality
And one of green?
When the window
Do you see
Becomes a door
Wide open spaces
And you can throw it wide.

I just realised that this could be read across or down – down is the way it was written,
but across makes it very intriguing!!
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RELIGHT YOUR FIRE 🔥
Contributor

Pam Snowball

During these dark Winter days we can sometimes lose sight of our ability to
shine. Now maybe more than ever, it is so important that
we reconnect with our Inner Light.
Just like the festival of Diwali reminds us to shine through
darkness, Manipura Chakra, the fire centre, can also do
the same. The dark mornings, shorter darker days and
longer winter evenings can have a huge impact on our
mental wellbeing and our outlook in general.
The Sun, sometimes without us even knowing, brings us a
feeling of upliftment and stimulates us in ways that makes us feel lighter and
positive. During the winter months, when sunlight is in short supply, we can
maybe feel less positive, and sometimes a little gloomy, which is
understandable.
Our overall Wheel North theme this month is ‘Under the Covers’ and we could
say that on the darker Winter days that’s exactly where we’d like to stay! Orrrrrr
we could say let’s look at what lies ‘under our covers’, at what yoga can ignite:
v Yoga Twists are really good for connecting to our inner light and stoking
the fire centre at Manipura Chakra.
v Surya Namaskar; proven to create warmth and a glow from within, as
we work through the whole body.
v Pranayama techniques that draw your attention to your solar plexus and
diaphragm, as in abdominal breathing, encourage the use of the whole
lung capacity. This is a sure way of creating heat and energy, alongside
respiratory resilience.
v Padma Mudra – the Lotus Mudra; ten petalled lotus flower, so apt for
our ten fingers, helps us draw upon our warmth, as a reflex point at the
base of the palms, relating to the solar plexus area.
v Visualisation is a powerful tool to take us to where our light can shine or
to where we can consciously release from darkness.
v Yellow is a good colour to visualise and meditate with as it holds so
much upbeat energy that we can draw upon.
So let your light shine bright this Winter, lovely yogis and if you want some time
‘under the covers’ go for it, and when you peel back, rise up sparkling!
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BUGS IN A BOWL
Contributor
Author

Sue Harding-Smith (Tyne and Wear Rep)
Hanshan
(Chinese Poet, over 1000 years ago)

We’re just like bugs in a bowl.
All day going around never leaving their bowl.
I say, That’s right! Every day
climbing up the steep sides, sliding back.
Over and over again. Around and around.

Up and back down.

Sit in the bottom of the bowl, head in your hands,
cry, moan, feel sorry for yourself.
Or
Look around.
See your fellow bugs.
Walk around.
Say, Hey, how you doin’?
Say, Nice Bowl!
Hanshan (Chinese: 寒山; pinyin: Hánshān; literally: Cold Mountain, fl.9th century)
was a legendary figure associated with a collection of poems from the Chinese
Tang Dynasty in the Taoist and Chan tradition. No one knows who he was, or
when he lived and died. In the Buddhist tradition, Hanshan and his sidekick Shide
are honoured as emanations of the bodhisattvas Mañjuśrī and Samantabhadra,
respectively.
For those of you thinking “We’ve seen this before”, Sue asked that this poem be included again in
this edition as it would have been seen in the last edition only by those who read the online version
of the magazine. Ed.
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REGIONAL ELECTIONS
There are important governance safeguards in having a professionally handled
election rather than the previous “in-house” arrangements. As volunteers, the
BWY is looking to both safeguard and protect voluntary roles and to ensure that
we comply with our duty of care to volunteers. Moving to professional handling
of regional elections is a positive step for all of the BWY, not just for the Regions.
NB. The formal process must be gone through this year, regardless of whether
the nominees already hold the post or not.
16TH FEBRUARY 2021 - NOMINATIONS OPEN
You will receive a nomination pack via email or post, dependent on your stated
preference; this will enable you to nominate yourself for a role. All positions
within your region will be available for nomination, whether they are currently
held or not. You are invited, indeed welcomed, to nominate yourself for any
position.
Anyone in the Region who is interested and who is eligible to put themselves
forward for any of the roles available is a potential candidate. The organisation
may ask that candidates submit certain information as part of their nomination
submission (Photo, membership details, personal statement, bio, or other), this
information is used to check the member’s eligibility for the role and also to
gather information to be used in any election process. BWY will ask that in
addition to you nominating yourself, you have two other members in your
Region to propose and second you.
All nomination packs will have full details on how to go through this procedure
and full and complete role descriptions. The documentation is very well
explained by UK Engage and BWY is involved in the wording of the forms and
instructions, so the steps in the process are very clear and straightforward.
1ST MARCH 2021 - NOMINATIONS CLOSE
This is the date when the nominations close and so anyone nominating must do
so before this date, there will be no further nominations accepted after 9th
March 2021.
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At the close of the nomination period the validation checks against the potential
candidates’ eligibility are undertaken as well as a moderation process on any
written statements submitted.
22ND MARCH 2021 - BALLOT PAPERS DESPATCHED
This is when all members in a Region will receive the ballot papers and are
invited to vote and elect the candidates nominated. If there are more potential
candidates for a role than the number of roles available, then you as an
individual member will need to select the candidate you feel is best suited for
the role, based on the information you know, or the information that is provided
in the candidate’s supporting statement, bio etc. If there is, for example, only
one potential candidate submitting their nomination for a role, then they will be
appointed that role by default (providing they meet the qualifying criteria) and
no election contest is required.
20TH APRIL 2021 - BALLOT POLL AND ELECTION CLOSES
Votes cast outside of the voting time period will not be included in the count.
We will send email communications or paper communications according to your
contact preferences. It is worth noting that if postal ballots are used, they must
arrive with the Returning Officer (RO) before 20th April 2021.
After the voting period closes checks are undertaken on all votes cast and the
count process gets underway with the declaration of results shortly after.
24TH APRIL 2021 – RESULTS ANNOUNCEMENT
The results of the Regional and NEC election results will be announced at
Sangha, at the AGM on the 24th April 2021. New post holders will officially take
up their posts from this date.
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BOOKING PROCEDURES AND INFORMATION
How to find a BWY event
Go to www.bwy.org.uk and logon (BWY member tickets are only available if you
are logged onto the website).
This will take you to your home page, where you can see events on which you
are already booked listed on the right-hand side of the page. You will also see a
calendar, ‘Your BWY Diary’ containing all events around the country as
registered on the website.
If there is a place available on the event you want to attend, carry on to booking.
If not, contact the organiser to be put onto the waiting list.
Booking and Payment
In order to book a place on an event online, it is necessary to pay at the time of
booking using the PayZone system. Once you have booked you will receive an
email confirming your place and another confirming your payment.
If you are unable to pay online, you will not be able to book directly. Contact the
organiser to book a place and arrange payment by bank transfer or cheque.
NB. This option should only be used in exceptional circumstances as it makes
administration of the event much more complex.
Refund policy
Head Office have now issued the refund policy to be used by all regions. For
details see. https://www.bwy.org.uk/north/cancellations/
If you wish to obtain a refund, please contact your county rep initially.
IMPORTANT - Changes to training and workshops
As our training days and workshops went well last year online, we will be
offering a mixture of online and face-to-face days this year. That will enable us to
have teachers taking training that otherwise we would not be able to attract to
the region.
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REGIONAL EVENTS
When

Tutor

Topic

Location

Event

Contact

CPD
21/25

Sue Harding-Smith

2021
Apr 18th

Jun 5th
10am 4pm

Gary
Carter

The Spine,
an organ in
its own right

Online

Andrew
Wrenn

Opening to
the
expression of
simply being

Scotby
Village
Hall,
CA4 8BW

CPD
21/26

Pauline Steenbergen
bwynorth.cumbrian@gmail.com
Imogen Field
bwynorth.cumbrias@gmail.com

Linskill
Centre
NE30 2EY

Festival
21/30 F

Sue and Colin Harding-Smith

Online

CPD
21/28

Pam Snowball
bwynorth.north@gmail.com

bwynorth.tyneandwear@gmail.com

Could be online if necessary
Jul 4th
10am 4pm
Sep 18th
10am –
4pm
Pricing

Various

Phillip
Xerri

Festival

Pranayama
in
Perspective

bwynorth.tyneandwear@gmail.com

IST/CPD day
£35 for BWY members and £45 for non-members
Workshop
£20 for BWY members who are not teachers, £30 for BWY teachers and £35 for nonmembers, teacher or not.
Festival
£35 for Early Bird until 31/3/21, £45 for BWY member from 1/4/21 and £55 for nonmembers.

CPD hours: 7.5 for a CPD day, up to 5 for a workshop or other event, depending on
how much the attendee feels they have learnt.
Membership Holiday
For those teachers who have cash flow problems due to the COVID crisis, the BWY are
allowing for membership payments in arrears up to 3 months. Insurance cover will
not be affected during this time. It is a requirement to apply for this ‘payment in
arrears’ scheme. For full details, see https://www.bwy.org.uk/news-157/
First Aid
It is a requirement for all teachers to have a current First Aid certificate, renewable
every three years, in order to underpin the teaching qualification. Renewal of the
certificate can currently be delayed by up to three months.
Any teacher can, of course, arrange their own First Aid training, but we are planning
to organise a course in the North East as soon as we can in 2021. We would hope to
have the course tailored towards yoga if possible. If you would be interested in
attending a course next year, please contact your county rep and let them know.
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TRAINING DAYS AND WORKSHOPS
The Spine, an organ it its own right April 18th Gary Carter
This is a day of detailed anatomical study of the spine and spinal cord and associated
systems.
For full details and to book a place, please see the BWY website,
https://www.bwy.org.uk/north/event/1690/

AIMS OF THE MORNING
1.
2.
3.
4.

To educate and bring an understanding of the spinal structure.
To explain the relationship of the Spine and the Breath.
An initial look at the Form, Function and 3D-structure of the spine.
To take Spinal Movement and Responses deeper into our practice.

OBJECTIVES
A better understanding of the Spine
1. Its Anatomy
2. The Spine and the Breath related to Yoga.
3. The Spine and the Body Rhythms - Peristalsis, Cranio-Sacral, Heart

AIMS OF THE AFTERNOON
To explore the rhythmical qualities of the spine.
1. To look further at the Form, Function and 3D-structure of the spine.
2. To take spinal movements and responses deeper into our practice.

OBJECTIVES
1.
2.
3.

A full 3D understanding of the spine.
A deeper understanding of the fluid spine.
A lighter, more free spine in postures.

ABOUT THE TUTOR
Gary has over 25 years of experience in movement physical training, anatomical study
and bodywork practices. he has lectured extensively on the anatomy of Yoga in the
UK, Europe and America. He is the founder of the Natural Bodies centre in Brighton.
he is committed to teach, train and encourage kinaesthetic awareness, ease of
movement and efficient body use.
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Opening to the expression of simply being June 5th Andrew Wrenn
The day is aimed at teachers and student teachers or those with some experience of
philosophy, pranayama, asana and meditation. For full details and to book a place,
see the listing on the website: https://www.bwy.org.uk/north

AIMS OF THE MORNING
1.
2.
3.
4.

To introduce the philosophical ideas of the OM symbol and the experiential
relevance this has upon our yoga practice and day to day lives.
To Chant the Om mantra
To teach how to apply the philosophy through the tools of Asana, (limbering
movements and classical postures) and during a short meditation.
To teach the concept of using the physical body and breath as a medium to
present moment realisation, (the expression of simply being).

OBJECTIVES
1.
2.
3.

To give a basic understanding of the OM symbol.
To introduce the idea of a new enquiry into a student’s approach to their
yoga (and self) directly relating to the OM.
To practice with insight, meditation and chanting.

AIMS OF THE AFTERNOON
1.
2.
3.

Deliver a Satsang (spiritual and philosophical discussion), talking about the
theme and also how to pass this on to students.
Exploring postures and inversions, with reference to the day’s theme.
Practicing pranayama, looking at the physical benefits but also how the
practice directly relates to the philosophy.

OBJECTIVES
1.
2.
3.

To promote a discussion with members of the group upon all elements of the
morning’s practice: physical, spiritual and philosophical.
To be competent practising and teaching pranayama.
To have more understanding of including philosophy a class plan.

ABOUT THE TUTOR
I'm a British Wheel of Yoga trained Teacher with influences from the Iyengar, Astanga
and classical Hatha Yoga traditions. I share my practice as a fusion of breath
coordinated movements and classical postures which promote strength, flexibility and
balance, culminating in a practice adaptable to all.
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Pranayama in Perspective

September 18th

Phillip Xerri

For full details, and to book a place, see the event listing on the website https://www.bwy.org.uk/north/event/1691/.

AIMS OF THE MORNING
1.
2.

Give participants a theoretical and practical understanding of Pranayama as a
logical and sequential process moving through the first two phases of
practice: Foundations and Developmental.
Give participants an understanding of the relationship between these two
phases and the reasons underpinning their progression

OBJECTIVES
1.
2.

Participants will be able to identify the distinctive practices of each phase
Participants will feel the effects of certain practices from each phase and be
able to identify their strengths and/or weaknesses concerning each phase in
terms of breath control and retention

AIMS OF THE AFTERNOON
1.
2.

Give participants a theoretical and practical understanding of Pranayama as a
logical and sequential process moving through the final three phases of
practice: Alignment, Purification and Classical.
Give participants an understanding of the relationship between all five
phases and the reasons underpinning their progression.

OBJECTIVES
1.
2.

Participants will be able to identify the distinctive practices of each phase.
Participants will feel the effects of certain practices from each phase and be
able to identify their strengths and/or weaknesses concerning each phase.

ABOUT THE TUTOR
Phillip has been teaching Yoga and pranayama for over 30 years. His main focus is
Pranayama: the safe, structured and progressive practice and teaching thereof
without losing any of the power and potency inherent in all forms of Pranayama.
He originally trained with Swami Gitananda in Pondicherry 1981 and got his BWY
Diploma in 1985. He founded Yoga Quests in 1986, running many Courses throughout
the UK and abroad. In 2000 he devised and produced the Pranayama 1 year
Foundation Course which runs as the Pranayama Module for the BWY.
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Festival
NORTH FESTIVAL 2021
As most of you will know, due to the COVID-19 situation, the committee decided
that it would not be possible to have the North festival last year. It was a great
disappointment to us as we’re sure it was to all those of you who were looking
forward to a wonderful day. Although much yoga teaching is taking place on line,
we decided at the time that it was just too complicated an undertaking with so
many sessions and teachers to be catered for. Also, this would be contrary to the
theme of the Festival:
Let us be together, let us eat together, let us be vital together.
Despite the uncertainties in the COVID situation, the good news is that we are
still planning to have the Festival this year. The plan currently is that it will be a
one-day festival at the Linskill Centre on the 4th July 2021. Bookings are open and
Early Bird tickets will only be available until the end of March, so get your
booking in to get that bargain ticket. Thank you to those of you who had already
booked for 2020 and have transferred your ticket to 2021.
The headline teacher will still be David Atkinson from Newcastle-upon-Tyne. He
is an inspiring yoga teacher and will be a wonderful hub for our festival day. We
are confident that, Covid permitting, most of the other teachers booked for last
year’s Festival will be able to teach this year.
We will still have four sessions in each timeslot, but we will need to restrict the
numbers in each room to maintain social distancing. This will be reflected in the
number of tickets available – final numbers are still to be determined.
The online session booking was generally well-received and we will be using it
again next year. In order to be sure that everyone knows when session booking
is available we plan to send out an initial email via MailChimp to tell everyone
when it will be so that they can be ready to respond to the invitation email as
soon as booking starts.
See you in July

North Region Committee

Should it not be possible to have the Festival in person, the committee will
consider whether it would be possible to have the Festival online. We’ll keep
you posted.
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Local groups
LOCAL YOGA GROUPS
Everybody welcome and no booking required unless specified.

Cleveland

Cleveland Yoga Group
Venue
Wilson Centre, Darlington Road, Long Newton, TS21 1DD
Time
10am - 12 noon
Price
BWY members £6, non-members £7.50
Contact
Carol Alderton, e: c.alderton@ntlworld.com
Please contact the organisers for details of any sessions during the pandemic.

Cumbria

North Lakes Yoga Group
Venue
Newbiggin Village Hall, Near Stainton, Penrith, Cumbria, CA11 0HT
This is the usual venue, check on-line for each event.
Contact
Jackie Watts, e: jackie@northlakesyogagroup.org.uk,
t: 01768 881678, w: www.northlakesyogagroup.org.uk
Four meetings a year – contact the organiser for details or check the website.

Durham

Durham Yoga Group
Venue
Cooper Hall, Witton Gilbert, DH7 6TF
Time
10am - 12 noon
Price
According to means – up to £3 for members, £4 for non-members.
Contact
Noel Sharpe, Jacqueline Stevenson and Danielle Stevenson
e: duyg@btinternet.com
Website
www.yoga-durham.co.uk/?page_id=272
Facebook
Durham Yoga Group
Durham Yoga group is running online sessions during the lockdown.
20th Feb
Jacqui Gunnion
20th Mar Susan Lodge
th
17 Apr
Ellena Plumb-Javed
15th May
Darlington Yoga
Venue
The Millennium Centre, All Saints Church, Darlington, DL3 8DT
Time
10am - 12 noon
Price
BWY members £7, non-members £8
Contact Tara Sellars e: bespoke.yoga@icloud.com, t: 07974677693,
w: www.dyg.org.uk
Please contact the organiser for details of any sessions during the pandemic.
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Teesdale Yoga Group
Venue
Eggleston Village Hall, DL12 0AH
Time
10.30am - 12.30pm
Price
BWY members £6, non-members £7
Contact
Jude Tayler,
t: 01833 650760, judetayler1654@gmail.com
Please contact the organisers for details of any sessions during the pandemic.

Northumberland

Yoga Northumberland
Venue
Village Hall, Church Road, Stannington, NE61 6E
Time
10am - 12 noon
Price
BWY members £6, non-members £7
Pam Snowball: e: bwynorth.north@gmail.com
Contact
Yoga Northumberland have been running online sessions through the lockdown but
may be returning to face to face sessions from April.
27th Feb
Alison Hogy
27th March
Elaine Whittaker
th
th
24 April
Jacqui Gunnion
29 May
Yasmin Ammar

Tyne and Wear

Tyne and Wear Yoga Group
Venue
Gosforth Parish Hall, Wardle Street (off Church Ave), NE3 1AN
Time
10.15am - 12.15pm
Price
BWY members £5, non-members £6
Sue – 07970098028, Alex 07702011887 or Sandra 07847486651
Contact
Tyne and Wear Yoga Group
Facebook
Tyne and Wear Yoga Group are running online sessions through the lockdown on the
second Saturday of the month. Please contact them for details.
Feb 13th.
TBC
March 13th
Alison Hogy
April 10th
Pat Uttridge
May 8th
Karen Hemmin
The May event is titled ‘Yoga and Cake’ and will be a charity event
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Adverts
ADVERTISEMENTS
Please note: Goods and services advertised are not necessarily BWY accredited
Advertising and publishing policy
Advertisements are accepted at the discretion of the committee and included as space allows.
Placing an ad
Please email the editor to request to place an ad and send your copy (Word or Pages documents
with images as separate jpeg files are preferred, though print-quality pdfs are acceptable) to the
editor by email at bwynorth.editor@gmail.com.
Payment – no advertisement will be put into the magazine until payment is received.
•
Preferred method: bank transfer to the regional bank account: sort code: 20-58-17;
account no: 00977411; Account name: BWY Northern Region; Reference: WN-yourinitials.
Once payment has been made, email the editor (bwynorth.editor@gmail.com) and treasurer
(bwynorth.treasurer@gmail.com) with details.
•
cheque made out to BWY Northern Region and sent to the treasurer
Advertising rates
(incl. VAT)

BWY/Accredited price

Full
Price

Format

Quarter page

£10.00

£20.00

Portrait

Half page

£15.00

£30.00

Landscape

Full page

£25.00

£35.00

Portrait

Back cover

£40.00

£75.00

Portrait

The Spine - An Organ in its Own Right – a Zoom CPD Day by Gary Carter
Sunday, 18 April 2021 – 10.00 am – 4.00 pm with an hour for lunch at 12.30.
The objectives of this course are to give a better understanding of the anatomy of the spine, the
spine and breath as it relates to yoga and body rhythms and the spine. Attendees will gain a 3dimensional understanding of the spine and its fluid nature, with the aim of promoting a
lighter, freer spine in postures.
The tutor, Gary Carter, has over 25 years of experience in movement, physical training,
anatomical study and bodywork practices. He has lectured extensively on the anatomy of Yoga
in the UK, Europe and America. He is the founder of the Natural Bodies Centre in Brighton and
is committed to teach, train and encourage kinaesthetic awareness, easy of movement and
efficient body use.
Book on-line at www.bwy.org.uk/north/event/1690 where it is necessary to pay at the time of
booking using the PayZone system. Once you have booked you will receive an email confirming
your place and another confirming your payment. Contact Sue Harding-Smith on
bwynorth.tyneandwear@gmail.com if you are unable to pay on-line or if you would like more
details.
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